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What happens when a man leaves home for a year to pursue his dream?One day, playing a

particularly spectacular round of golf, husband and father John Paul Newport suddenly tastes

what it's like to be a pro. Deciding to take a year off and hit the road playing golf's mini-tour

circuit, Newport embarks on a wild trip through America's fairways. Over the course of his

journey inside the somewhat shady, often hilarious underbelly of professional golf, he uncovers

a world of people so totally addicted to golf, to the delusion of achievable perfection, that they

sacrifice everything else to the quest. He also discovers the nature of his own obsession with

the game, and how this constant pursuit of perfection on the golf course reflects the same

challenges and frustrations one encounters in life. What does it take to master such an

intricate, unpredictable game? In golf, as in life, why is one so consistently incapable of acting

up to one's clearly established potential?As Newport struggles to cross that Fine Green Line--

the infinitely subtle yet critical difference between the top golf professionals and those who

never quite make it--he realizes that life, like golf, doesn't let you get away with anything. This is

a story about letting go of fear, facing challenges, and embracing risks--a compelling personal

journey that captures many of the frustrations and elations of midlife both on and off the course.
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QuixotePreface:A Fine Green LineRuns Through ItFORT WORTH, TEXAS, where I grew up, is

a semifamous golf town. Ben Hogan and Byron Nelson both grew up there, rival caddies and

players from the east side. The Colonial National tournament in Fort Worth is the oldest PGA

Tour event held continuously at the same site. Dan Jenkins, the funniest golf writer of all time,

hails from Fort Worth and went to the same high school I did, R. L. Paschal (although much

before my time). Back in the sixties, Jenkins wrote a funny, much-anthologized article in Sports

Illustrated called “Glory Days at Goat Hills” about gambling at the bone-dry Worth Hills

municipal course, which was a block from my house and where I hit my first golf ball.Even so,

growing up, I hardly gave golf a second thought. I was of the opinion, like most of my peers in

Texas at the time, that only two sports mattered: football and spring football. All my athletic

dreams as a boy, which is to say all my dreams period, revolved around playing quarterback at

Baylor University and then leading the Dallas Cowboys to an NFL championship. I devoted

myself to football. For a period of two or three years in my early teens, I disciplined myself to

throw a hundred passes a day—rain or shine, cold or heat—mostly through tires and hoops set

up in my backyard. As a result, I actually did get pretty good at throwing the old pigskin and

was quarterback of my high school team. But I couldn’t get an athletic scholarship to Baylor

and so ended up at Harvard. I played football there for a year but hurt my knee and lost

interest, in no small part because football players ranked absolutely lowest in the status

sweepstakes among early-seventies Radcliffe girls. I might as well have been a Nixon

Republican. And so all my years of athletic toil came to nothing.But then, in my early thirties, I

discovered golf. And to my delight and surprise, I had a knack for the game.It wasn’t as if I’d

never played golf before. Back when I was ten or eleven, I had spent many desultory

afternoons whacking shag balls on the aforementioned Worth Hills golf course, which the city

of Fort Worth had recently sold to Texas Christian University for an eventual expansion of its

campus. It was the perfect way to learn how to hit a golf ball: no pressure, an open field, and

the opportunity to do the one thing you really care about doing at age ten: hit the snot out of

the ball. For a couple of summers during junior high school, some buddies and I played a

couple of times a week at the old Benbrook muni on the edge of town, though I never recall

any of us breaking 90 without serious cheating.And that was it, with maybe a half dozen

isolated golf experiences in the interim, until one splendid autumn afternoon in Vail, Colorado,

in 1985.At the time I was a writer for Fortune magazine and had somehow been picked to help

represent the editorial side at an ad sales conference at the Snowmass resort. One of the main

qualifications for being an ad salesperson for Fortune back then was a low golf handicap; a

lavish golf outing with customers was the primary sales technique, and the publisher himself



was a single-digit member of Pine Valley. Naturally one of the primary orders of business at the

conference was daily golf. In the first afternoon’s round I played in a fivesome with the

publisher, and on the fifth hole—I will never forget it—I accidentally caught a drive dead on the

screws. It was an exhilarating feeling I had never had before. All my various limbs and body

parts happened to fire in precisely the right sequence, the clubface hit the ball smack in the

middle, and the thing took off like a rocket.“Holy shit!” the publisher said. Those glorious words

are seared in my mind.He was so excited by my drive that he paced it off: 340 yards. Granted,

at over a mile of altitude golf balls travel at least 10 percent farther than they do at sea level,

plus the wind was with us, and the drive had cleared a crest and landed on the downhill

fairway. But still—it was certainly the best shot I had ever hit in my life. For the rest of the round

the publisher kept looking at me funny, as if waiting for another miracle. It never came, though I

did pull off a handful of other decent shots with my long irons. After we putted out on the final

hole, he took me aside, clamped both hands on my shoulders, looked me full in the face, and

said, “You simply must take up golf.”I must admit, I was flattered. And obviously, I took his

advice. Within a week of returning to Manhattan, I purchased my first set of clubs.

Unfortunately, the publisher was fired before I could get good enough at golf to rate an

invitation to play Pine Valley.OVER THE NEXT few years I became a card-carrying golf addict.

This wasn’t easy, living in Manhattan. In the summers I rented a beach house with friends in

the Hamptons and spent many miserable predawn hours waiting in line to get onto the only

decent public course in the area, Montauk Downs. Whenever I traveled for business I took

along my sticks, if only to hit balls at a decent driving range somewhere.My infatuation with the

sport was baffling, even to me. Almost none of my friends in New York played golf. Most, in fact,

viewed the game as a shameful, bourgeoisie absurdity (this was before the “golf boom”

certified the game as acceptable to yuppies). But I was forever dreaming about the next fix.Part

of golf’s appeal must have had to do with the divorce I was going through. It was a refuge. In

my personal life I hardly knew which end was up, but on the golf course the rules were clear

and order prevailed. Plus, you had the tweeting birds and the gentle breezes and the bright

green grass—the same elements that make sanitariums such pleasant places to spend

time.And I was continually getting better, which was good for my battered ego. In only my

second summer of adult golf I broke 80 by holing out a wedge shot on the eighteenth hole.

“Seventy-nine! Seventy-nine! Seventy-nine!” I shouted like an idiot from the fairway. In the rush

to high-five my playing buddy, I forgot about the club in my hand and almost fractured his

nose.Then, shockingly, the following year I shot a 69. I say shockingly because until that fateful

midsummer afternoon I still hadn’t broken 80 more than a few times. My best score ever was

76, and on off-days I easily ballooned into the upper eighties and low nineties. How was a 69

possible?Even now I can’t totally explain it. The weather was splendid—upper seventies, nearly

windless—and I was playing at a comfortable, familiar course, Island’s End, on the North Fork

of Long Island where I now spent my summers. I was, perhaps, a wee-bit hung-over, which

produced a pleasant fatigue which was augmented by some basketball that morning, I looked

forward to the round primarily as an opportunity to spend time with a friend I was just getting to

know, Ed Tivnan. My scoring expectations were minimal.We had the course almost to

ourselves, and from the first tee to the final green I felt absolutely relaxed and totally in control.

My pre-shot routine, which usually involved a lot of neurotic pacing and throwing of grass and

practice swinging and second thoughts, was minimal: I simply waggled the club a few times,

looked down the fairway at where I wanted the ball to go, and then, most of the time, hit it there.

On the greens, I saw the line of each putt as if a highway crew had painted a yellow stripe to

the hole—all I had to do was set the ball in motion and watch it tumble into the jar. Between



shots Ed and I chatted and strolled. I was not unaware of my accumulating score, but for some

reason—and this may be the strangest aspect of the round—I didn’t focus on it. If I had, I

surely would have chunked shot after shot and finished with a string of double-bogeys. Instead,

I birdied the par-five seventeenth hole with a wedge to five feet and a firm putt into the back of

the cup, and parred the long, par-four eighteenth with a good drive, a six-iron to the green and

two routine putts.Presto! Sixty-nine. Nothing ever seemed easier.Only after I said good-bye to

Tivnan, returned to the house my friends and I were renting for the summer, and took my seat

on the terrace did I begin to think about the round. I was pleased, of course, but nowhere near

as idiotically exhilarated as I had been after my first 79. In this case the score seemed oddly

secondary. I was mainly struck by my mental state: throughout the round I had felt calm,

focused, preternaturally at peace with the world. As a sometime athlete, I had experienced

being “in the zone” before, but those episodes were usually brief and were dependent on

adrenaline rushes and an intensity of will. This state, which lasted for more than four hours,

seemed altogether more mature and under my control. I had slipped back and forth between

hitting fine shots and chatting with Ed without losing a beat. I felt powerful yet serene, totally in

charge. Even now, sitting on the terrace with a cocktail in hand, I was luxuriating in the

afterglow of this mood or dimension or whatever you want to call it, and I wanted to experience

it again and again.I passed around the scorecard for my housemates to see: three birdies, one

eagle, and two bogeys. “You ought to turn pro,” Jane Clark said offhandedly.“Right,” I

responded.It was an ignorant suggestion. Jane knew as much about golf as I knew about

quantum physics. Still, the remark got me to thinking (strictly from an intellectual point of view,

you understand): Why couldn’t I turn pro? If I could shoot 69 once, why couldn’t I learn to shoot

69 frequently? For that matter, why couldn’t I learn to shoot 69 all the time? I assumed there

were many sound reasons why I couldn’t, I was simply curious to know what those reasons

were, exactly. Shooting 69 the first time had seemed so very, very easy.And this, I blush to

admit, was the big bang origin of the book you hold in your hand.NOT LONG AFTERWARD I

quit my job at Fortune to go freelance. I never intended to become a “golf writer” per se, but

right off the bat I pursued a couple of assignments about golf to indulge my new curiosity, and

before long I was nearly as obsessed with writing and learning about the sport as I was with

playing. I justified this by coming up with a nifty, self-serving definition of my duty to society as

a freelancer: to go places, do things, and ask questions that people stuck in more responsible,

traditional jobs would want to do if they only had the time.One of the first assignments I snared,

for Details magazine, was a piece about Q School—the annual nightmare where more than a

thousand of the world’s best professional golfers try to earn one of forty available “cards” to

play on the PGA Tour the following year. Some guys I met there had clearly gone over the

edge. They slept with subliminal suggestion tapes running beneath their pillows, sang

Christmas carols in the shower as part of strange pre-round rituals, and talked incoherently of

things like “true gravity” and “cosmic consciousness.” They had been driven batty by an

advanced version of the same question I had posed: Why, when they were demonstrably

capable of shooting rounds in the mid-sixties or better on a regular basis, did they invariably

regress for a hole or two per tournament and finish out of the big money?The next golf story I

took on was about the Space Coast Tour, a so-called mini-tour in central Florida. Here were

guys—some former Tour players but mostly aspiring cadets in their twenties—who could knock

the cover off the ball, but who obviously lacked some intangible something that their betters on

the Big Tour possessed. What was it? Mental discipline? The perfect temperament? An extra

iota of hand-eye coordination? They had no idea and I didn’t either.I was also lucky enough

during this period to write a few stories about big-name Tour players like Greg Norman and



Tom Lehman. But frankly their struggles didn’t intrigue me as much as those of the guys on the

fringe. One day, while idly thumbing through the PGA Tour media guide for 1993, I came

across two statistics which crystallized the questions that had been bouncing around in my

head.The first statistic was Nick Price’s scoring average. Price was Player of the Year. He won

six tournaments and $1.4 million and his average score was 69.63. The second statistic was

Ed Fiori’s scoring average. Fiori, a journeyman pro, won $107,000 and finished 127th on the

money list, which was not high enough for him to retain his playing privileges the following year.

His average score was 70.95—a difference compared to Price of only 1.32 strokes per round.

How could this be? Was all that stood between Nick Price, the best player in the world in 1994,

and an obscure pro I’d never heard of really just one-stroke-and-a-third per round—one drive

that just misses the fairway and perhaps a lipped-out putt?Over the next few months I began to

think of the difference between Price and Fiori as the Fine Green Line, and became convinced

that all of golf’s secrets would be revealed if I could just understand the phenomenon. Not just

secrets that pertain to golf at the high-end professional level, but the secrets of golf at every

level. The primary cause of golf’s maddening addiction, it seemed to me, was the certainty

every golfer feels that they are actually a whole lot better than their scores would indicate.

Golfers are sure of this because they’ve proved it to themselves over and over. Every golfer in

every round hits a few sensational shots of the kind that only golfers with significantly lower

handicaps ought to be able to hit. Every so often everything comes together and the golfer

posts an extraordinary score. Forever after, in the golfer’s mind, this score becomes the norm,

the standard by which subsequently, every higher score is judged inadequate. Ed Fiori must

have experienced this frustration every time he missed a cut in 1994, or made the cut but went

home with a paltry, last-place paycheck of $2,666. It’s enough to drive a sane person crazy.•

• •CERTAINLY IT WAS enough to drive me crazy. Two summers after

shooting the 69, I still had not repeated the miracle, though I had reduced my handicap to

around three and shot par or better a half dozen times. By hack amateur standards I was fairly

accomplished, but I was also stuck. No matter how hard I worked at my game, I couldn’t push

my handicap any lower and I couldn’t narrow the gap between my good rounds and bad

rounds; I might shoot 75 one day and 85 the next. I had bumped into the Fine Green Line for

myself, up close and personal. And I was miserable.The low point came on a New York City

subway. Unable to afford a summer rental that year, I spent more time than I would like to admit

commuting via public transportation from my Manhattan apartment to the nearest driving

range, a bare-dirt affair at the city-run Mosholu course in the Bronx. There I would squander

entire afternoons whacking balls, usually getting worse and angrier by the hour, until daylight

expired and I hiked to the subway for the seventy-minute trip home.On one such return trip I

noticed two teenage girls giggling at me from across the aisle. When I saw my reflection in the

window, I couldn’t blame them. What a pathetic spectacle. There I was, thirty-seven, fully grown

and formally educated, attired in a brown moth-eaten sweater and a backward golf hat,

slumping dejectedly over my golf bag in the corner of a graffiti-covered subway car, cursing

savagely, and making odd sledgehammer motions with an interlocking grip.At that moment I

decided the time had come either to give up golf entirely or pursue my obsession to the logical

extreme.I chose the latter.IT WASN’T EASY arranging the Year of Golf that followed. For one

thing, I had no money. For another, just as I was about to set forth, I met a woman too fabulous

not to marry. Since neither of us were exactly spring chickens (Polly was already in her forties),

we had a baby right away. But this only delayed the adventure. I explained to Polly that getting

to the bottom of golf’s dark hold was essential to my happiness and she, perhaps unduly

distracted by the glorious bouncing baby girl on her knee, agreed. Meanwhile, I had secured a



contract to write a book about my experiences. This gave us the confidence to push ahead

despite the money problem.I organized the Year around two objectives. The first was to see

how much better I could get at golf in twelve months’ time. I would enlist the aid of a top golf

instructor and various golf psychologists and mental game gurus, scam as much top quality

equipment as I could from manufacturers, and compete in tournaments around the country.

Other than a three-month stint on the mini-tours in Florida at the start of the year—Florida

seemed like a fine place to spend the winter, especially since Polly and our daughter could be

there with me—I didn’t know where I would compete. That was part of the adventure. At some

point, I knew, I would have to turn pro.The second objective was to test myself at the end of the

Year by entering the PGA Tour’s Q School. Only in my wildest fantasies did I entertain the hope

of actually making it onto the Tour, but I did feel it might just be possible, if I made spectacular

progress, to advance from the first stage of Q School into the second stage (out of three

stages total). That became my specific, ultimate goal. Making it to the second stage was

something worthy to shoot for, and had the added benefit of making my goal for the Year the

same as that of virtually every other aspiring pro in the country. In golf’s bush leagues, the

Tour’s Q School each October is the glittering prize that counts.And so, my heart surging, the

Year began.• SECTION ONE •Teeing It UpIf it hadn’t been golf, it would have been something

else. I might have become a drunk or a drug addict.—JOHN UPDIKE1 • The Broken StickMY

YEAR OF golf began officially—not that there were any officials keeping track—in October

1995, with a lesson from Michael Hebron. It was my first golf lesson ever, and in addition to the

predictable paranoia anyone would feel handing over something valuable to a stranger (one’s

soul to a priest, one’s mind to a shrink, one’s swing to a golf coach), I was intimidated by

Hebron’s reputation. One of the country’s most respected teachers, just a notch of renown

below the celebrity instructors like David Leadbetter and Butch Harmon who hang out on the

PGA Tour practice tee, he is the author of (among other titles) The Art and Zen of Learning

Golf, a title which intrigued me. Among his former students were Tour stars like Vigay Singh,

Steve Pate, and Ian Woosnam.Given my tight budget, I hoped to talk Hebron into giving me

lessons for free, or at least at a steep discount, and most of my thoughts during the drive to the

lesson concerned how to make my case. “I am no ordinary student,” I rehearsed out loud in the

car. “I am on a quest. I am embarking on an everyman adventure sure to be of interest to all

living Americans. My goal is to penetrate the very heart of golf. I will practice like crazy. My

hands will bleed. I will purify my thoughts and become the ball. And all I need to succeed is

your instruction—and your support.” In practicing these remarks I made dramatic gesticulations

with my nonsteering hand. By the time I arrived at the Smithtown Landing Country Club on

Long Island, where Hebron teaches, I felt reasonably confident.At the pro shop, however, the

clerk insisted that I pay $150 in advance—so much for the free lesson—and when I walked

down the hill to the covered teaching tee and spotted Hebron working with a strong young

Japanese player, my self-assurance melted. The student, so far as I could tell, possessed an

absolutely flawless swing. Which particular, minute detail of the swing he and Hebron might

have been working on was impossible to determine. After each swipe at the ball the Japanese

guy held his finish like someone posing for the PGA Tour logo. Nevertheless, Hebron always

stepped in to suggest some adjustment: a one-centimeter forward shift of the upper torso,

perhaps, or a half-degree left swivel of the hips. I had to assume the Japanese guy couldn’t

putt; otherwise it seemed certain that I would have recognized him from the Tour.When the

lesson ended they shook hands, then bowed to each other in the Oriental fashion, and Hebron

walked over to where I stood trying to look nonchalant and introduced himself. He was a

decent-looking man in his early fifties, fit and of average height, with sandy, gray-speckled hair



and a boyish face that was just beginning to show the effects of years in the sun. But his eyes

are what caught my attention. They were striking, vivid blue and penetrating, yet strangely

nonrevealing, like a reptile’s.“What can I help you with?” he asked.The words of my carefully

composed little speech deserted me. Whatever confidence I had had in the car was now

completely gone, replaced by need—raw, unadulterated, heartfelt need. I stood before

Hebron’s reptile gaze stripped of all pretense, suddenly as awestruck as a child who finally

gets to the front of the Santa Claus line at the department store. I could only sputter nonsense.

What I really, desperately wanted, I realized, was the same thing all golfers want.“I wanna get

better,” I said. “I wanna get better at golf.”Hebron nodded understandingly and said, “Let’s see

you hit a few balls.” He told me later that new students often break down in this kind of

confessional way (“It can get emotional out here,” he said), so in hurrying me to the practice

mat he was probably trying to keep things from getting messy.I chose my pitching wedge to hit

with because the wedge is generally one of the hardest clubs to screw up with. I took my time,

stretching a little while trying to regain my emotional equilibrium, and slapped a half dozen

balls towards the 125-yard sign. The results were better than I could have expected. I hit every

ball on the noggin, and one actually hit the 125-yard sign. My confidence came back.When I

turned around to face Hebron, however, he was nodding ominously—like a doctor who has

seen the lab report but is not yet ready to divulge the disheartening results. “Yes, I see a few

things,” he said noncommittally.Then he asked me to hit a few more balls with a video camera

rolling, and after he ejected the tape we walked up a cart path (my cleats clattering on the

pavement) to a small, cinder block shed a pitch shot away. He asked me what my handicap

was.“Five,” I told him. “No wait. Actually, three.” In fact at that moment it was 2.7, but the

Japanese guy and Hebron’s enigmatic nods had left me feeling insecure.I decided to broach

the subject of my grand plans for the Year of Golf. “My intention, you see, is to work really hard

on golf for an entire year.” I tried to sound positive, but couldn’t bring myself to mention

anything about Q School or turning pro. “I’m going to practice really, really hard and my object

is to see how good I can get in that time.”“I know the answer to that one,” Hebron said brightly.

“Not very.”“Not very?”“That’s right.”“But . . . don’t you think if I absolutely commit myself to golf

for an entire year, I can get better?”“Not much,” he said.“Not much?”“That’s right.”I didn’t quite

know how to respond. Wasn’t a teacher supposed to be encouraging? We walked on, my

cleats echoing in the uncomfortable silence. Finally I said, “Why is it you think that?”“Because

the golf swing is complicated. You’ve got seventy bones and two hundred muscles and they all

have to work together. That isn’t easy to make happen.”Hebron could tell that I wasn’t satisfied

with this response. “Let me put it another way,” he continued. “College golfers usually start out

with a handicap about like yours, three or four. They play 250 days a year, three or four hours a

day, for four or five years, and usually by the time they graduate they’re scratch players. The

ones who go on to do well after that are the ones who happen to be very good in the short

game, but that’s another issue. And grown-ups like yourself don’t have nearly that much time to

devote to the game, so it takes even longer.”“But I do have that much time,” I said excitedly. I

told him about my plans to write a book about the Year ahead and how I had always been a

good student in school and how I was intensely motivated. He didn’t seem very

impressed.“Generally we tell low single-digit handicappers it takes three or four years to drop a

single stroke.”Three or four years! Had he been paying attention? I was dismayed. A year from

now I would be going to Q School. By then I needed to be at least scratch!“That’s impossible,” I

blustered.“Some students are better than others,” he shrugged. “Maybe in your case we could

take a stroke off in just one year.”By this time we had entered the cinder block shed, which was

lined on three walls with mirrors. A red circle was painted in the middle of the floor, intersected



by various other multicolored lines and multicolored footprints like you might see at a dance

studio. The Sheetrock near the video installation was plastered with photos of famous golfers in

mid-swing.We sat down at the video table and watched my swing, which I had never seen on

tape before. I was pleasantly surprised. My timing seemed smooth—not too fast, not too slow—

and I finished on balance.“Is that similar to what you thought it would look like?” Hebron

asked.“Actually it looks better than I expected,” I said. “Because when I’m standing over the ball

I don’t feel nearly as comfortable as I look like I am here.”“Hmmmm,” he responded, and took

out a black grease pencil. He froze the tape at the instant of impact—the view was head-on,

with me facing the camera—and drew a straight vertical line on the screen through the ball.

“How much of your body is behind the ball?”“About half, I guess,” I said, thinking this was

probably the right answer.“And how much of the body of Davis Love over there is behind the

ball?” He pointed to a picture on the wall of Davis Love III at a similar instant of impact.I studied

the photo and saw that all of Davis Love III was behind the ball.“So that would be my first

observation about your style,” Hebron said. “The second would have to do with your spine. See

how the upper part of your spine is leaning slightly toward the target at the top of your

backswing?” He played the tape back and forth sadistically. “In the swings we like, the spine

leans away from the target. Look at Davis again.”Sure enough, there was geeky Davis Love

tilting his spine perfectly. I was embarrassed. I was guilty of reverse pivot, a flaw I was well

acquainted with from reading instructional books. In fact, when friends asked me to look at their

swings, reverse pivot was often one of the first things I pointed out. I myself had stopped

reverse pivoting years ago—or so I thought.Hebron led me out on the floor and we worked on

attaining the correct spine-tilt. I stood in the middle of the painted circle and checked my

posture in the mirrors as I swung. When I had done this enough to feel thoroughly awkward,

Hebron introduced another correction. He had noticed on the range that the ball was too close

to my feet at address, and so we established a new setup that felt like I was leaning over the

edge of a cliff. In passing he also mentioned that I would eventually need to change my

grip.Then he talked about my broken stick.“If your left arm is 30 inches long and your club is

another 30 inches long, what we want at impact is a straight 60-inch stick, but a 60-inch stick

that is leaning, with your hands ahead of the ball.”He took me back over to the video machine

and froze my swing. “Would you say that we’re looking at a straight, leaning stick in this

picture?”“No.”“The best players in the world play golf with straight sticks.” He pointed to Davis

Love III again.“You’re playing with a broken stick. Look at this—your hands are actually behind

the ball at impact. That means your system can’t be producing enough power.”He sat back in

his chair and sighed. “When you paint, is the paintbrush in front of your hand or are you pulling

the brush behind your hand?”“I’m pulling the brush behind my hand.”“Is the brush straight or is

it leaning?”“Leaning.”“Is a hockey stick straight up and down when it hits the puck or is it

leaning?”“Leaning.”“Is the baseball bat out ahead of the hitter’s hands at impact, or is he pulling

the bat through the strike zone with his hands ahead of it?”“His hands are ahead of it.”“The

straight, leaning shaft compresses the ball and that’s what makes the ball jump off the

clubhead. This is a fundamental. I’m only going over very fundamental concepts with you today.

There are three reasons people don’t get better. Lack of a plan, misinformation, and trying to

learn the big things before the small things. We’re going to start with the small things.”I nodded

obediently as Hebron continued talking about broken sticks and proper alignment, but I

stopped paying close attention, counting on my whirring tape recorder to preserve the wisdom

for later. My mind wandered back to how good my wedge shots had been, the ones that were

the basis for all this withering dissection. I’d made solid contact each time. The trajectories

were uniform. The balls all landed within a few yards of each other.“The thing I don’t



understand,” I interrupted when Hebron paused for a moment, “is why, if my swing has all these

deficiencies, my shots on the range went so straight. They were all pretty good shots, weren’t

they?”“Pretty good?” Hebron burst out. “Well, that was a pretty good paper you wrote back in

college, John Paul, but it wasn’t an ‘A’ paper, was it? That was a pretty good round you shot at

the U.S. Open last year, Mr. Norman, but you still came in second. What’s pretty good? If pretty

good is all you’re after, you’re already pretty good. Why did you come to me for help?”Hebron’s

reptile eyes were merry. He arched his eyebrows quizzically and craned his head forward in a

stagy manner and said in a sappy voice, “Why bother getting better at all?” Then he laughed

out loud—a friendly, ironic, welcome-to-the-nuthouse sort of laugh—and gave me a big

wink.This sudden transformation of Hebron from dour instructor to fellow traveler filled my

heart with joy. It made me think we shared a fundamental conviction, namely that the game of

golf is absurd. Admitting to yourself that whacking a dimpled ball around some pasture with

hard-to-manipulate clubs is a boneheaded pursuit seems to me the first necessary step in any

serious golfer’s journey. Once you can accept this, you are freed from ever having to think

about it again, and thus can get on with the business at hand.“Why bother getting better at all,”

I repeated. “That’s the million-dollar question, all right.”2 • Plaid PantsTWENTY-ONE MONTHS

before my first lesson with Hebron, Polly and I had moved to the village of Orient on the far

eastern tip of Long Island’s North Fork, 110 miles from Manhattan. Orient had only six hundred

residents and looked like a Disney movie set: shady streets, white Victorian-style homes, a

general store, and a historic one-room schoolhouse, with views all around of the rocky

beaches and sparkling waters of Peconic Bay. It was the community where I had rented

summer houses with friends and passed many idyllic hours swimming, playing golf and tennis,

reading books, and grilling fresh fish for dinner.With our daughter Anna on the way, we figured

that moving out of the city made sense. Polly was an artist who could use a room of our house

as her studio. And I worked at home, too, communicating with the magazines I wrote for via

telephone and modem. Plus, of course, the golf was far better on Long Island than in midtown

Manhattan. In my mind’s eye, our neighborhood consisted of Island’s End golf course in East

Marion, just seven minutes from our house; the sprawling grass practice range there; the Orient

schoolyard, where I could hit sand wedge through six-iron at a splendid array of targets (soccer

goals, softball backstops, an old wooden scoreboard); and the usually vacant fairgrounds in

nearby Greenport, where I could hit as much as a three-wood if I was careful. Island’s End, a

semiprivate course, had a friendly staff, was easy to get on except weekend mornings, and had

several nice holes, especially the par-three sixteenth on the cliffs overlooking Long Island

Sound. I played most of my rounds there with a handful of friends who came out from the city

on weekends, and local characters I picked up with on, say, Tuesday mornings at eleven when

I grew weary of banging my forehead against my computer keyboard.Just fifteen miles across

the bay in Southampton (though an hour away by car) lay Shinnecock, the legendary links

course where Corey Pavin won the 1995 U.S. Open, and its historic neighbor, the National Golf

Links of America, designed by Charles Blair Macdonald. Over the years I had wangled

invitations to both of these courses, and these experiences made the entire East End, to my

golf-addled mind, seem like hallowed ground.In the days immediately after my lesson with

Hebron, I spent a lot of time in our backyard working on spine-tilt. The goal was to keep my

spine tilted slightly away from the target at the same angle from start to finish of the swing. It

wasn’t easy. Never have I paid so much attention for so many hours to any nonsexual part of

my body.The more I struggled with this problem, the more fascinating it became. Spine-related

insights popped into my head at all hours. For instance, while trimming the bushes one day it

struck me that the backward-tilting spine and a firmly planted right leg, converging into the



waist from opposite angles, form the letter “K.” This was an exciting discovery. I dubbed it my

“O.K. Theory of Power Generation” and worked hard at trying to “carry the K” into my finish. I

was proud of the concept.Unfortunately, the first time I took my O.K. Theory of Power

Generation to the range at Island’s End, I could barely hit the ball. Shanks and drubs. I was

frankly surprised at the degree of my awfulness. Everything felt awkward. Positioning the ball

further from my feet, as Hebron had instructed, made matters worse. And when I tried to add in

both the “leaning stick” and the “body behind the ball” phenomena, I became totally disoriented.

Wasn’t it physically impossible to keep your wrists ahead of the ball while simultaneously

keeping all of your body behind the ball? Couldn’t you get hurt trying something like that?But

then (every golfer has had this experience) just as I was about to skulk off the range in despair,

I connected with three swings in a row. The ball practically leaped off the clubface.“Whoa!

Where did that come from?” I said out loud. The sensation of those swings was new and sleek

—more than enough to keep me soldiering on.ONE AFTERNOON, TOWARD the end of a

lengthy spine-tilting session behind the house, I happened to glance up at the second-floor

window of Polly’s studio. She was staring down at me with a look of mild horror on her face. I

was not using a club at this point, but simply twisting from side to side, somewhat sassily, with

arms akimbo. To anyone observing, I must have looked like a calisthenics instructor aboard a

Celebrity Cruise ship.“I’m working on spine-tilt,” I called up to Polly defensively.She nodded

slowly, clearly unable to extract meaning from this explanation. After a while she asked, “Is it

helping?”“I think so. I can feel the power of the K.”She nodded again, ran what I had said

through the data bank of everything she had ever known or heard, came up with nothing, and

finally said, “Well, good.”Then silently she lowered the blind.Polly and I have many things in

common—values, temperament, a paranoid fear of being mistaken for yuppies—but golf is not

one of them. If anyone was ill-equipped to appreciate the implications of Hebron’s question,

“Why bother getting better at golf at all?” that person would be Polly. From her point of view,

being pretty good at golf was plenty good enough for anyone. Though she was supportive of

my interest in the game, she was also basically clueless.At the time we met, the only thing

Polly knew for sure about golf was that golfers wore plaid pants. That this happened not to be

true made no difference. I have learned over the years that whenever someone deploys the

phrase “plaid pants” in connection with golf, you can be sure that, a) they have never actually

played a round of golf, and b) they know all they ever need to know to ridicule golf for the rest

of their lives.Polly had some exposure to golf growing up in Ohio. Her doctor father played. But

from the time she was fifteen, when her parents shipped her off to boarding school, until the

day she met me, her only encounter with golf was a viewing of the movie Caddyshack. During

most of those years she lived in tenement lofts on the Bowery in Lower Manhattan and

produced abstract paintings.But Polly’s skepticism about golf did not bother me, because I

brought my own prejudices to the game. Growing up in Fort Worth, I never much cared for the

kids who hung out at the country clubs—most of them seemed like spoiled brats. In junior high

the parents of one of my best friends were blackballed from Colonial Country Club because

they were Jewish. Such was my naïveté at the time that this actually shocked me, and left a

distaste in my mouth for the social aspects of golf clubs that persists to this day.Nevertheless, I

considered it a central mission of my marriage to convince Polly that golf was actually hip. It

was a kind of running game we played. In an attempt to diffuse her negative plaid pants image

of the sport, for instance, I argued that back in the fifties and sixties, when some golfers

actually did wear plaid pants, doing so was a form of subversion. “Dean Martin didn’t wear

plaid pants because he was a fashion retard,” I said. “He wore plaid pants because he was a

drinker. Everybody drank back then. You had three martinis at lunch because the work world



was so repressive, and you wore plaid pants at the golf course because they were silly. It was

like putting a lampshade on your head at a party.”Polly was unconvinced: “I don’t care what you

say, there’s no excuse for plaid pants ever, under any circumstance.”Another ploy I used was

dropping the names of celebrities Polly admired who also golfed. “It’s not just Republicans, you

know. Sean Connery—Mr. James Bond—is an avid golfer. So is Willie Nelson. And Kris

Kristofferson. And Clint Eastwood. Hootie and the Blowfish. Michael Jordan. Dennis Quaid.

Harvey Keitel. . . .”“Harvey Keitel?” she interrupted. “I find that hard to believe.”She had caught

me. I meant to say Joe Pesci, but didn’t want to admit it. “Yes, Harvey Keitel. Harvey’s a big

golfer. Plays out of Winged Foot.”She knew I was lying. “Okay, maybe not Harvey Keitel, but the

point remains: the stereotypes of golf are crumbling!”One of the best bits of hip golf

propaganda I came across—or so I thought—was about a well-known New York artist who,

according to a friend of mine, had recently become enthralled by golf. Supposedly the artist

had set up a net in his downtown studio and spent hours a day hitting balls. But when I eagerly

called Polly from a pay phone to spring this news, she said she’d already heard it. “It’s sad, isn’t

it?” she replied. “He’s lost. He no longer paints. A total pothead.”Sometimes when I watched

golf on TV, Polly joined me on the couch and offered commentary. “How come nobody looks

like they’re having fun?” was the sort of thing she said. “From the expression on their faces,

you’d think it was the Cuban missile crisis.” The physiques of some of the Tour’s more portly

athletes (like Craig Stadler and John Daly) came in for special ridicule, as did the clothes. “I

can see wearing a shirt like that if you’re climbing a mountain and might need to be rescued,

but on a golf course? Please.”I think Polly secretly enjoyed this little game as much as I did. At

parties she comically rolled her eyes whenever I launched into the subject of golf and kept me,

I think, from becoming too much of a bore. But for all her personal lack of fascination with the

game, she was an artist and respected that golf meant a lot to me at some (to her)

unfathomable level. Her grandfather, Maxwell Perkins, had been F. Scott Fitzgerald and Ernest

Hemingway’s editor. Perkins always encouraged his writers to follow their instincts wherever

they led, and the last thing Polly wanted to do was discourage me from writing a book about

what I loved. Even if it was golf.Polly’s support, however, did not mean that I was without my

own doubts about the wisdom of the Year. As a carefree bachelor it had been all fine and good

to squander my summers playing golf and travel for weeks at a time researching stories. But

now I was a family man and, as for most family men, money was a major issue. My best

estimate for the golf-related costs of the Year was $25,000. That included the cost of all my

travel and accommodation, entry fees into tournaments (which would escalate into the $400 to

$500 range once I turned pro), range balls, equipment, and a final $3,000 hit for my entry fee

into Q School. Even given the advance I had secured from my publisher, we would end the

Year in debt—and I would still have to write the book.Guilt, you should know, was a major

component of my upbringing. My father is an ordained Southern Baptist minister, and my

mother comes from a long line of Southern Baptist teachers and missionaries herself. Southern

Baptism is not usually the stern, humorless, right-wing religion people up North tend to think it

is, but it does subscribe to the notion of Original Sin—basically, that we’re all born as sinners

and only get worse after that—and to other bleak tenets on the Calvinist model. For Baptists

and Calvinists, virtue is largely a matter of how much pleasure one can forswear. Playing golf

for a year while my wife and baby went hungry (if only metaphorically) did not comfortably fit

into this worldview.Emotionally, if not theologically, I had to make peace with my guilt. I never

seriously considered not going through with the Year—you can’t plan for something as long as

I had, sell a publisher on the idea and then back out—but I wanted to feel right about the

project. What if I had too much fun? What if I got so swept up in the glory of golf, travel, and



competition that I thoroughly enjoyed myself? That might be hard to take.But then I thought

about Colin Montgomerie and the other golfing Scotsmen I knew: wretched, guilt-racked souls,

every one. And I realized this was golf I was pursuing, not yachting, and golf originated in

Scotland, which is also where Calvinism achieved its gloomiest expression. Too much carefree

fun would be the least of my problems.Moreover, I rationalized further, the Year would be a

period of self-discovery, which tied directly into the soul-searching religious nature of my

youth.During the vulnerable years after my first marriage ended, golf, along with psychotherapy

and confessional dating, had been how I learned useful things about myself. But dating was

now out of the question and psychotherapy was way too expensive. That left golf. I was

delighted being married to Polly and ecstatic as a new father, but that didn’t mean I’d figured

everything out. In little more than a year my life had been turned topsy-turvy: we’d moved,

gotten married, then had a baby. Golf was one of the few links I had to my past self. If I were to

abandon the Year, the “me” I had invested so much time and energy developing, in part

through golf, might be obliterated. I wasn’t precisely sure what golf had to teach me, but all my

instincts told me the Year was important to my life, not just my golf game.“Continue what ya’

started,” I advised myself—oddly, in a Scottish accent. “Find oowt who ya’ are.”And so, after

months of this possibly pointless self-rationalization, I dropped the Hamlet act altogether. And it

wasn’t like I was abandoning the family. In fact, after two months of practice, the plan called for

all three of us—Polly, Anna, and myself, plus our two cats—to move for the winter to Florida,

where my playing career would begin.3 • The White Polar Bear ClubTHE SESSION WITH

Michael Hebron had indeed been my first golf lesson—unless you count the ten minutes my

brother Frank spent showing me how to grip a golf club back when I was nine. His hope was

that by introducing me to a time-consuming activity like golf, I would leave him alone. He was

fifteen already and liked to have friends over, but we shared a room. I was “the Brat” or “the

Babe.” And so one summer day he demonstrated the basics of the interlocking grip (the grip

Hebron now said needed to be changed), loaded me down with a cheap vinyl flight bag of old

shag balls (I still remember their rubbery smell) and the set of Lawson Little–label clubs my

dad had used when he played golf before I was born, and directed me to Worth Hills with the

parting encouragement, “Don’t forget to play in the traffic on your way home.”The Worth Hills

municipal course, universally known as Worthless Hills even before it was abandoned, had

been one of those legendary golf betting parlors back in the fifties and early sixties, like

Tennison Park in Dallas where Lee Trevino cut his teeth or Airco Park in St. Petersburg, Florida.

The famous hustler Titanic Thompson often dropped by Worth Hills. He could always count on

rounding up a big money match with the likes of Moron Tom, Cecil the Parachute, and Magoo—

whom Dan Jenkins later immortalized in his Sports Illustrated article—the highlight of which

was a multiply-wagered six-man cross-country scramble from the first tee at Worth Hills, down

Alton Road and Simondale, over a couple of chain link fences to the third green at Colonial

Country Club.I knew about none of this nonsense at the time, of course. But I was glad to have

the vacant, seldom-mowed course as a place to hit balls. I loved the sheer animal violence of

walloping something as hard as you could without getting into trouble, and I would recommend

a similar approach to anyone taking up golf. It reduces a new golfer’s frustration level

immensely, and once you learn what it takes to make the ball go a long way, you never forget.

It’s like riding a bicycle. The knowledge burns deep into your muscles.The drawback to learning

golf in the wild is that later in life you have no conceptual understanding of what happens in a

golf swing. You just do it, which can work beautifully so long as you stay relaxed and don’t ask

questions, but the moment you start to think about the swing, as inevitably you will once you

begin to take the game seriously and hit several bad shots in a row, you’re toast. You have no



resources to fall back on.My three handicap at the time of my first lesson with Hebron owed

primarily to my length off the tee. When I was “on” I could more or less overpower a course

from the white tees, leaving myself simple pitch shots onto the greens and reaching most par

fives in two. Also, I was deft at chipping and pitching because I loved to practice those skills (it

seemed like pure play) and that saved me many a stroke.But I knew in my heart that the three

drastically overstated my competence. In the first place, the Island’s End course where I played

most of my rounds ideally suited my erratic, power-golf game. Except for two or three holes

with out-of-bounds, it was almost impossible to get into trouble off the tee, which meant I could

swing from the heels on almost every shot and not pay the price for malfeasance.Second, the

formula the United States Golf Association uses to determine handicaps takes into account

only the ten best scores of one’s most recent twenty. I seldom went twenty rounds without

posting a low number or two, but I was streaky and easily discouraged, and my bad scores

were pretty awful. If such a thing as a “reverse” handicap existed, figured on the basis of those

dog scores the computer normally throws out, mine would have been eleven. This was

significantly higher than the reverse handicaps of other low handicappers. I know because I

covertly inspected their posted scores on the computer printouts in the locker room at Island’s

End and their reverse handicaps came out mostly in the five to eight range.Consistency,

therefore, was what I most hoped to gain from my lessons with Hebron. I wanted to “eliminate

the downside,” in business parlance.The obvious danger, however, was that in doing so I would

lose the upside—that too much self-consciousness about mechanics would annihilate my

fearless old Worth Hills rhythm. Because in every aspect of my life except sports, I was anal-

retentive. I tended to overanalyze, overthink, overintellectualize. When planning a trip, for

instance, I would send away for dozens of travel brochures and peruse every one, just to make

sure we weren’t missing some must-see wax museum or amazing cavern or something. It

drove Polly nuts, and frankly it drove me nuts, too, which was why sports were such a great

release—in sports I could let loose and fly.In this context, taking lessons was like opening

Pandora’s box. It brought to mind one of my college roommates, John Kiernan. Kiernan (no

one ever called him John) was an English major like me and our dorm life consisted primarily

of rambling, late-night bullshit conversations about books, movies, politics, whatever. It was fun.

We winged it. Then Kiernan went to law school. The summer after his first year I happened to

ask him how he liked such-and-such a movie and he began, “I liked it for the following three

reasons: a) The narrative subplot as epitomized by . . . , b) The director succinctly set

forth . . .” and so on. His mind had irretrievably become that of a lawyer. I was afraid of

something similar happening with my golf swing.Given my Q School deadline, eleven short

months away, I was also concerned about my timetable for improvement. Like most golf fans,

I’d read the inspiring tale of Nick Faldo completely rebuilding his swing under the tutelage of

instructor David Leadbetter. But it took Faldo three years, during which time he slumped badly.

Tour locker rooms are filled with other sad accounts of pros like Bobby Clampett and Ian Baker-

Finch (like Faldo, a student of Leadbetter) never recovering from attempts to retool their

swings. Hebron’s comment that it normally takes low handicappers three to four years to drop a

single stroke hung over me ominously.Despite these reservations, there was never really much

chance that I would choose to forgo lessons and trust the Year entirely to my instincts. The fact

was, I had ceased to make progress as a golfer, and not making progress is not only un-

American, it is un-golferly. Belief in the possibility of progress is what sustains golfers—for

proof, just ask any old codger out at the course what part of his game he is working on. There’s

always something. If Nick Faldo could remake his swing and go on to win three Masters and

two British Opens, then surely lessons represent hope for the rest of us.AT MY SECOND



lesson with Hebron, two weeks after the first, somehow we got started talking about the

difficulties of teaching golf. “Even with all the video cameras and training aids and the

increased number of instructors, handicaps are going up, not down,” he said. “I’d say only a few

out of every hundred people who come to me actually get better in any sustained way.”The

problem is not that instructors don’t know what they’re talking about or don’t understand the

golf swing, he said, but that most don’t work hard enough trying to convey information in ways

that strike a chord, that relate to motions and activities students already know. That explained

why Hebron’s teaching tee was littered with items like mops, tennis rackets, and hockey

sticks.“There are pockets of enlightenment in golf instruction, but that knowledge usually

doesn’t become general for a long time. Most people who are teaching now were taught

themselves by someone who is, like, eighty. I suspect that in the next century people will look

back on what we’re doing today as pretty rudimentary. Because the fact is people just aren’t

learning.”Golf magazine tips came in for particular scorn. “They’re like pearls without a string,”

he said. “They aren’t wrong or misinformed necessarily, they just aren’t geared to people’s

particular learning styles or athletic backgrounds, to their individual sizes or natural swing

shapes or frequency of play or their ambitions. They get people confused. They’re really more

for entertainment than they are useful.”He watched me hit a few balls and complimented my

spine-tilt. “That’s a little better, I guess,” he said.“Yeah, but my shots are pretty lame. I’m getting

worse,” I said.“You can’t worry about results at this stage. You’re doing fine.”I nodded without

resistance.Hebron’s concept-of-the-day was swing plane. Ben Hogan in Five Lessons: The

Modern Fundamentals of Golf popularized the image of a golfer standing with his head poking

through a tilted sheet of glass. The glass, visualized as resting on the golfer’s shoulders and

extending down to the ball, paralleled the ideal plane the club should stay on during the entire

swing. Hebron actually had such a sheet of glass—Plexiglas, actually—sitting at one end of his

tee. He invited me to poke my head through the hole in the middle and, after he adjusted the

contraption for my height, to swing.Bam! I hit the glass on my backswing with each attempt. My

swing plane was too flat, which caused me to do all kinds of wicked things to compensate, like

“come over the top,” which was another elementary swing flaw (like reverse pivoting) I had

thought I was immune to.Swing plane was the only subject we dealt with in my forty-five

minutes. Even so, I was mentally exhausted.Before I left, Hebron loaded me down with copies

of several books he had written, including a large-format, 420-page monster called Building

and Improving Your Golf Mind, Golf Body, Golf Swing. It was basically an encyclopedia,

containing a history of golf instruction, illustrated sections on the human skeleton, golf-related

discussions of the laws of physics, photographs of athletes from others sports getting their

bodies behind throws and hits, informed monographs on nutrition and the mental barriers to

change, sections on stretching and the Alexander technique, and other material. Clearly

Hebron had done his homework.This book appealed mightily to my scholarly instincts. It had

the totemic quality of a sprawling ancient text on alchemy, as if all the wisdom of the universe

were contained therein. Every night for weeks, after tucking Anna into bed and maybe drinking

a glass of wine with Polly, I would sneak off to my room, throw up the footrest on my recliner,

and dive in. Through my reading I was finally beginning to get a sense of where the magical

power of a golf swing originates—from coiled tension, the whip effect, the perfectly sequenced

tripping of a series of powerful levers—and the knowledge excited me.I accompanied these

readings and my daily practice sessions with extensive scribbling in a journal. Some of my

entries were purely description. For instance, on October 21, I proclaimed (to myself) that I had

finally solved “the vexing problem of my right hip.” Two pages of detailed analysis followed, the

sum and substance of which was that I’d learned to bend my right knee.Other entries strove for



a more elevated tone, such as this rhapsodic description on November 1 of the moment of

impact. “It is an invisible instant, a wrinkle in time, a blackout. You set the swing carefully in

motion with the backswing and then POOF—the next thing you know you’re in a perfect high

finish, watching the ball fly high, straight, and true!”I got such a kick of out this passage that I

called up my best golfing buddy, John, to read it to him.“Uh-oh,” he responded.“What do you

mean, uh-oh?”“I mean uh-oh, you think too much.” He assured me that I would bomb on the

mini-tours. “Those other guys out there, you know how much they have going on upstairs?

Absolutely nothing. That’s what makes them so good.”I wondered whether this was true. The

mini-tour players I’d met so far had not struck me as stupid—golf-addled, obsessive, addicted,

yes, but not stupid. They all seemed reasonably verbal, read newspapers, kept up with the

culture as much as most twenty-something-year-olds. But maybe it was true that my intellectual

fascination with golf was counterproductive. Certainly, standing over the ball, you didn’t want to

be thinking about how the laws of physics might affect the hook spin on your ball. You wanted

total quiet upstairs. You wanted to be in the moment, as I had been shooting the 69. “When you

seek it you cannot find it,” Hebron had quoted some guru in The Art and Zen of Learning Golf.

“Zen is practice, experience—not explaining, interpreting, investigating.” It was a concept I had

underlined in red ink and marked with an exclamation point, though in making an intellectual

issue of it I was already violating the injunction.Which brought to mind another paradox, a story

I once heard in some literature class about Leo Tolstoy. It seems that when Leo was a boy he

formed a club, the White Polar Bear Club, of which he was the only member. No one else could

pass the initiation ritual, in which for a designated thirty-minute period the candidate had to sit

in the corner of a room, facing the wall, and not think about a white polar bear. Obviously this

test required the honor system, but Tolstoy claimed to have passed. I could pass, too, if they

told me afterward that the thing I was not supposed to have thought about was a white polar

bear. But if they told me immediately before the test began that I couldn’t think about white

polar bears, I wouldn’t last a second, a second being about how long—as I begin my takeaway

on an approach shot into a green with a water hazard on the left—I usually manage not to

think about the water hazard on the left. Which, of course, usually causes the ball to plop

directly into the water hazard on the left.It’s extremely confusing to think about trying not to

think, but I will say this: if Tolstoy really did pass the entrance exam for the White Polar Bear

Club, he was in the wrong profession writing novels. He should have been a golfer.AS

OCTOBER SLID into November the weather turned nasty: highs were typically in the forties,

often accompanied by high wind and rain, sometimes by snow. The leaves were gone from the

trees.Whenever the sun broke through the clouds, however, or the wind died a bit, I grabbed

my clubs and dashed for the Orient schoolyard or the Greenport fairgrounds to hit balls. The

practice wasn’t always satisfying—to keep warm I had to wear restricting long underwear and a

pair of cold-weather golf gloves I had ordered from a catalog—but I had so many different

things to work on I usually felt that I accomplished something. By design I never played actual

rounds, though Island’s End remained open; I wanted to work on the elements of my reformed

swing without the distraction of score.
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John R. Linnell, “An Interesting Peek Inside a Dream and a Sport. Most of us who love the

game of golf - and "love" is a word used deliberately here - would love to have had the game,

the courage and the imagination to do what John Paul Newport did - put his life on hold for a

year and test his game and himself to better understand both. I have, as an interested

observer, hung around a fair amount of the kinds of tournaments that JP played in during that

year described in the book, as an observer. I have seen some interesting talents and even

more interesting characters. They are people you will probably never see on the PGA Tour, but

you would die for some of their abilities as golfers. What keeps them in the hinterlands of the

golf tours is "The Fine Green Line" which Newport describes with grace, insight and humor.

This is an interesting and highly entertaining insight into the tournament game, the game of

golf itself and how it blends into one's life. I recommend it without hesitation to those who find

the game to have a compelling fascination, regardless of your own personal talents.”

David Mehelas, “Well Done JP. I just finished JP's book and enjoyed the read. I can say that I

looked forward to picking it up each nite which is about as nice a thing as you can say about an

author. I also read Paper Tiger, and while that book was more of a laugh, JP takes a more

intellectual approach to the topic. For amateurs who dreams of quiting the day job and giving it

a shot, this gives a good picture of what's in store. Big thumbs up!”



VB, “The Ironic Game. Beautifully written, and an entertaining and sobering chronicle of the

difficulty of improving - and staying improved - at the most satisfying and most difficult game in

the world.Oh... the humanity.”

Kerry P. Gowell, “Book review. Book in adequate shape, great value for price! All pages intact.

Arrived within time frame. Book itself is great if your a golf addict!!”

CJ the dom, “Great read. Really enjoyed this book, entertaining and thought provoking at the

same time. I recommended this to any golfers out there!”

The book by Martin Mobraten has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 33 people have provided feedback.
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